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When it was published in September 2015 Key stage 3: the wasted years?
stated that pupils’ literacy skills in Key Stage 3 is a high priority in many
schools.1 This same level of priority is not evident for numeracy.’ The report
also recommended that secondary schools should ‘have a literacy (and
numeracy) strategy that ensures that pupils build on their prior attainment
in Key Stage 2 in these crucial areas.’
Despite these findings and recommendations produced by inspectors,
when we met with a group of heads of English and Literacy Leads from
Nottingham City secondary schools, they voiced extreme concerns about
the development of literacy at secondary school. There was a strong feeling
that Secondary Schools still did not do enough to carry on the excellent
work carried out by the primaries in terms of the continuing teaching of
reading and the maintenance of a high profile emphasis on the continuing
development of literacy skills right through to Key Stage 4. They felt that
this was having a negative impact on results at Key Stage 4, not only in
English, but also across the curriculum. They felt that this had an impact for
many on their readiness for learning and work beyond Key Stage 4 leading
to the sort of shock headlines seen in the media ‘English teenagers ‘are
most illiterate in the developed world’, report reveals’ published in The
Independent after OECD report of January 2016 which found that out of 23
developed nations English teens had the lowest literacy rates and the
second lowest numeracy rates.2
The Heads of English with whom we met expressed the following concerns:

The use of the library
Many secondary schools no longer have a library and those which do often
lack trained librarians. They can either be vibrant hubs of learning and
engagement with books or drab areas with a few tatty books which
students never visit.
Vocabulary development
Our Heads of English were concerned that students’ vocabulary was often
extremely limited. They were particularly anxious about students with
English as an additional language who were often bright and extremely
hard working. Yet the challenges about preparing them for KS4 and the
challenging vocabulary needed for successful outcomes across the
curriculum was daunting.
The other main area of concern was the use of vocabulary across the
curriculum and how Literacy professionals could ensure that their
colleagues in different subject areas are prepared and have the skills for
teaching aspects of literacy.
Developing opportunities for reading across the curriculum
“As a secondary English teacher I now observe many lessons across all
subject areas and phases. I have lost count of the number of times that
teachers do not capitalise on the joy that students get from reading aloud
in lessons – even if it is only for a short time. The teachers I have observed
so often read for students.”
There are some excellent examples of teachers who put literature at the
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centre of their teaching for example in Science and the Humanities.

evidence and testimonies from students.

Maintaining parental engagement in reading at KS3/4
This was a real area of concern. It was felt that at primary school parents are
actively involved with their child’s reading with many primaries teaching
parents how to get the most from reading with their children. At secondary
school this seems to drop off immediately as though it is no longer
considered to be important or necessary once a child reaches 11. It was a
frustration for all the teachers with whom we met and all were keen to find
ways of continuing this practice in the secondary school.

Developing transition reading projects with feeder primaries
Heads of English felt that there had been much work done on this over the
years some having had more success than others. Where they work well
and are seen as a start to a literacy journey through secondary education
they have a great impact. Far too often they are a short term project that
lasts over the weeks leading up to the end of Year 6 and then, sadly, never
get picked up in the secondary school or if they are they rarely have a
significant impact.

Helping the non-specialist to get the most from reading activities
Again this was an area of real concern although most acknowledged that
there were departments in all schools that had really developed in this area.
However, there were still grave concerns about the impact that lack of
expertise and particularly, lack of understanding of the importance of
literacy, was having at the end of Key Stage 4. It was acknowledged that
subject areas had tremendous pressures on time and that time given to
INSET was precious. As one of our case studies notes, however, the impact
that spending time on literacy across the curriculum can have on outcomes
for students is substantial.

These were the highlighted areas of concern for the Heads of English with
whom we met. We have worked with a range of partners in particular: The
National Literacy Trust, The Fernwood School, Bluecoat Beechdale
Academy, The Ellis Guilford School, Djanogly City Academy, NUAST, NUSA,
The Nottingham Emmanuel School, Nottingham Girls Academy,
Nottinghamshire County Council.

Developing resilience in reading
This was seen as a big problem particularly with boys. Finding engaging
texts at Secondary level was seen to be a constant challenge. The case
study from Fernwood School addresses this well with some strong video

The toolkit hopes to address some of these areas of concern and draw the
reader to examples of good practice, case studies, articles and observations
from those who have taken on the challenge of developing reading in
secondary education. We take each topic and include some interesting and
relevant examples of successes and arising questions. The word literacy has
been used as an overarching term and the majority of articles include
references to reading, writing, spelling, punctuation and grammar which
are all encompassed within literacy.
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Developing Literacy Skills: Securing Success
This case study is illustrated by video excerpts which are linked in the text.
At The Fernwood School, our approach to developing and enhancing
pupils’ literacy skills is systematic, simple to implement and successful. We
are passionate about promoting and developing literacy skills for all our
learners. A pupil who has effective literacy skills has the ability to gain
understanding from texts and learn the skills they need to become adept
communicators. The developmental processes we have put in place
provide a sophisticated understanding of the needs of each individual
pupil and allow for a personalised approach to intervention.
What is the importance of literacy development at secondary level?
The Literacy (and Numeracy*) Hub
To enhance the delivery of the
interventions we offer, we have
created a specialist Literacy Hub which
is dedicated to promoting and
developing literacy skills for all pupils.
The Literacy Hub’s team of specialists
use various skills and programmes to
assess and target specific areas for
development and provide support
tailored to each individual pupil’s
needs and requirements. This is
achieved through a range of
interventions, delivered in small
groups, or during one to one sessions.
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Ongoing monitoring is used to
check when targets are reached, or
new ones need to be set. This
monitoring ensures that pupils
continue to be stretched and
challenged so that they achieve
their full potential.
The Literacy Hub also offers
lunchtime clubs which aim to
develop pupils’ social skills
alongside their literacy skills. The activities and clubs offered are inclusive
of all abilities and promote life skills such as interpersonal development,
team building and leadership qualities through activities and discussion.
The Literacy Hub provides a happy and welcoming environment where
pupils feel safe, supported and confident.
How are students supported in their literacy development?
A student’s perspective: Sam
As you read this you may be wondering about the cost implications of
setting up a dedicated area for literacy development and, more
importantly, the cost of staffing it. The Literacy Hub isn’t a large area; in
fact it was created from what was once an unused space in school. The
impact of a dedicated space is not to be underestimated. Previously, our
intervention had taken place in stolen corners of the school, an image we
are sure will resonate with many of you.
The Literacy Hub is staffed by two full time Learning Support Leaders who
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are highly skilled teaching
assistants specialising in literacy
development. The Learning
Support Leaders are responsible
for the literacy development
timetabling, analysis of needs and
the implementation of all literacy
intervention. They are supported
by an SEN specialist teacher and the work of the team is directed by the
SENCO and Deputy Headteacher responsible for Teaching and Learning.
A teacher’s perspective: Toni
The Impact
We believe the cost of staffing and resourcing The Literacy Hub is an
effective use of school and catch up premium funding. Our data analysis
has regularly shown that pupils who received literacy intervention made
Reading Competency

Reading Age Range

A*

Gifted reader

> 14.6 years

A

Reading above expected level

13 – 14.6 years

B

Reading at expected level

11 – 12.11 years

C

Reading below expected level

9.6 – 10.11 years

D

Reading significantly below expected level

8 – 9.5 years

D*

Very high level of reading support required

< 8 years
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accelerated progress in reading. The expected rate of progress for all
pupils in one academic year would be an improved reading age of +12
months from the baseline test score. All pupils who received intervention
last academic year improved by more than 12 months, with 60% of pupils
improving their reading age by 18 months or more.
Improving the reading skills of an 11 year old who has been struggling to
learn to read for at least 7 years when they start secondary school is
challenging. A struggling reader often has negative feelings about
reading, low self-esteem and a complex set of learning needs. We believe
that the success of our intervention strategies relies on our knowledge of
each learner’s needs. Once we understand the needs of the learner, we are
then able to activate a personalised intervention programme. We are
confident that the reading interventions are successful and will lead to
long-term improved attainment and achievement for all pupils involved.
What is the impact of literacy intervention on whole-school outcomes?
The Intervention Process
The process begins in Year 6; working closely with our feeder schools we
identify the pupils who need intervention and conduct a detailed analysis
of need for each pupil. We group the pupils according to their reading
age scores into six categories that we use throughout their time at
secondary school to determine the impact of, and any future need for,
intervention.
The analysis is then used to determine the intervention requirements of
each pupil and a timeline for delivery and implementation is created.
Where possible, intervention starts in the summer term of Year 6 and
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continues into Year 7. Each of the intervention programmes includes a
clear exit strategy so that pupils remain supported throughout their time
at The Fernwood School. We intervene as required with pupils throughout
Key Stage 3 and in some cases into Key Stage 4.

Involving All Staff
To complement and enhance the range of literacy interventions taking
place, we have also worked hard to share the expertise and knowledge
that exists with all our staff. Improving literacy pedagogy and practice will
ensure that all teachers are capable of dealing with the literacy issues that
impact upon standards in their subject. By improving the literacy skills of
all pupils, standards across the curriculum will rise. The implicit and explicit
teaching of literacy skills is an essential part of every teacher’s professional
toolkit. We believe that we can transform learning in the classroom by
ensuring that the development of literacy skills is a central part of lesson
planning, classroom delivery, the school planning cycles and the
monitoring and evaluation of learning and teaching. Only when literacy
permeates all aspects of school life, and moves beyond being an ‘add-on’
ingredient to lessons, will impact become visible in the classroom.

We use a range of interventions that include:


One-to-one intervention using Catch Up™ Literacy
Example Session
A teacher’s Perspective: Jo
A student’s perspective: Abdallah



intensive small-group tuition (phonics or text based)
A student’s perspective: Amber



interactive learning resources linked to group reading texts and
Catch Up™ Literacy

Education
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Our school focus for teaching and learning for this academic year is on
speaking and listening. We believe that talk provides an essential scaffold
for reading and writing. All staff are involved in training and actively using
Consistent and regular monitoring and evaluation of all interventions,
alongside annual testing of reading ages, allow us to track the progress of ‘Fernwood Talk’ strategies in the classroom. We are also continuing to
raise the profile of reading across the school with a range of new
all our learners. We test annually in Years 6 to 9 to ensure that the
interventions have lasting impact. Regular testing also enables us to check competitions for staff and students and author visits to enhance the
provision already in place.
that we haven’t missed any pupils that may need additional intervention
as the demands of the curriculum become increasingly challenging.
In many ways we are still only part way through our journey to improve


paired reading with older pupils.

In addition to the reading development, we run handwriting, spelling and
writing intervention sessions. All our interventions are targeted, closely
monitored and regularly reviewed to ensure our work is impacting on
learning and progress.

the literacy skills of our learners, and the impact of the intervention and
support long term cannot yet be quantified. However, we are confident
that we are doing the right things for the right reasons. We believe it is
our moral imperative to support and nurture our learners who struggle
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with literacy (and numeracy) and that they are entitled to a sophisticated
range of interventions, delivered by a skilled team of staff. The
improvements for these learners may not always be measurable during
assessment but watching their confidence grow and hearing them read
aloud in lessons across the curriculum is a pleasure and shows us that we
are having a positive impact on our struggling readers.

List of video excerpts used:

Literacy and engagement with learning across the curriculum

A teacher’s perspective: Toni

What is the importance of literacy development at secondary level?
How are students supported in their literacy development?
A student’s perspective: Sam
What is the impact of literacy intervention on whole-school outcomes?

Jo Eldridge, Deputy Headteacher, The Fernwood School

Example Session
A teacher’s Perspective: Jo
A student’s perspective: Abdallah
intensive small-group tuition
A student’s perspective: Amber
Literacy and engagement with learning across the curriculum
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Leading Change: The SSAT Leading Edge Network Magazine
This extract contains a case study from Bluecoat Academy, Nottingham.
To access the extract please click here.
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National Literacy Trust : Literacy Guide for Secondary Schools (PDF)
To access the guide please click here.
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This literature review aims to provide a comprehensive contemporary picture of
Impact of school libraries
school libraries in the UK. It focuses primarily on what is known about the extent of
current school library provision. This is then followed by a review of the known
rather than service outcomes, a considerable body of evidence shows that
impact of school libraries on pupils’ skills, motivation and enjoyment. The review
schools have an impact on pupils:
then finishes with an outline of the elements that make a good school library.
attainment, reading and writing skills, plus wider learning skills, as well as their
Current provision of school libraries in the UK
scores in history, mathematics and science.

library, and often the decision to have one depends on the head teacher.
the response rates are too low to make generalisation and the definition of library
varies from dedicated space to bookcases in the corridor and so on.
evidenced by decreasing budgets and staffing as well as data on the size and
quality of library stock and provision for technology.
16 in the UK said that they use the school library, and that school library use was
associated with gender, age, socioeconomic background and ethnic background.
once a week. While there was no gender difference in frequency of using the
school library, it is associated with age, socioeconomic background and ethnic
background.

enjoyment, reading behaviour and attitudes towards reading. Motivation and
attitudes in particular have been connected to school library use.
-esteem and the
feeling of success and accomplishment, have also been associated with school
library use.
What works when it comes to school libraries?
Based on several sources, the following elements were identified as being
associated with good school library provision:
1. Good school librarian
2. Supportive senior leadership team
3. Supportive staff and collaboration
4. Good quality physical space
5. Quality of the collection and access to resources
6. Responding to different needs
7. Flexible scheduling
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8. Quality instruction
9. Monitoring and evaluation
10. Integration and promotion
11. Funding and budgeting
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Additional Resource:

SLA Standards for Secondary
School Libraries
Click here to access the document.

In sum, this review shows that school libraries play a very important role in
contributing to pupils’ success, but that budget cuts are possibly affecting
school libraries’ effectiveness. At the same time, there are no official numbers
of school libraries and the provision is not consistent across the UK. It is crucial
that up-to-date figures are collected to determine the state of school libraries.
In addition to a systematic way of collecting information on school library
provision, particularly in England, more research on the impact of school
libraries is needed in the UK context. For example, although international
evidence highlights the impact of school libraries on pupils’ achievement, it’s
not always applicable in the UK context. Moreover, while some of the
evidence is fairly recent, fast-developing technology and the new
opportunities it offers for school libraries means that new research is needed
to capture the impact of these technological developments.
Click here to read the literature review in full.
All text © The National Literacy Trust 2017 T: 020 7587 1842 W: www.literacytrust.org.uk Twitter: @Literacy_Trust
Facebook: nationalliteracytrust The National Literacy Trust is a registered charity no. 1116260 and a company
limited by guarantee no. 5836486 registered in England and Wales and a registered charity in Scotland no.
SC042944. Registered address: 68 South Lambeth Road, London SW8
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Vocabulary Teaching: Summary for Busy Teachers

There are two main types of vocabulary instruction: explicit and implicit. Explicit
teaching requires investing time in thorough teaching of the word. To do it well,
we must think carefully about what the best words to teach are. Implicit
instruction is the quick teaching of words to aid textual understanding. We’ve
got to do both in our English classrooms: depth and breadth.
Explicit instruction
Word selection: Our focus here should be on tier 2 words. Tier 2 words are not
subject-specific terminology like ‘onomatopoeia’, ‘anaphora’ or ‘hyperbole’ –
those are tier 3. They are not words that occur frequently in everyday life, like
‘pleased’ or ‘communication’ - those are tier 1. We need our energy focused on
the middle section: the tier 2 words that pop up across a range of texts and that
are more frequent in writing than in speech. This is the word group to boost if
we want to dramatically improve a student’s vocabulary. In any unit that we
teach, we should identify the very most useful words to focus on. The ‘what’ is
just as crucial as the ‘how’. So how do we select them?
Here are the questions I might ask: Which words can they use insightfully again
and again in this unit? Which words are most transferrable across their English
curriculum? Which words will be useful for their lives? When teaching Romeo
and Juliet, here are just a few that I might focus on: feud, mock, subvert, consent,
requite, disobey, contempt.
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How to teach a word explicitly:

Decide on a ‘student-friendly’ definition (one that is simple, short and
accurate). E.g. my amazing HoD defined ‘reform’ in a Dickens unit as
‘changing and improving something’. Introduce them to the word. Ask
them to say the word (choral response works well here). Tell them the
definition.

Make it memorable by showing them more than one example sentence
so that they can see the word in context - ideally show them sentences
that demonstrate subtle nuances in the use of the word. E.g. ‘Dickens
wanted to reform laws so that the poor would be better protected’ or
‘Dickens believed in social reform because he wanted to help the poor.’

Teach them the most important forms of the word. E.g. if you are
teaching ‘patriotism’, also teach them ‘patriot’ and ‘patriotic’ and model
the differences in sentences.

Explicitly teach them the preposition that the word is usually partnered
with. For example, you can’t be prejudiced ‘on’ someone. You are usually
prejudiced ‘towards’ someone.

If you’ve taught them a similar word before that has subtle differences,
now is the time to explain the differences. E.g. “‘reform’ is similar to ‘rectify’
but not quite. When you rectify you change and improve but usually to
correct a specific mistake. To reform is to change and improve more
generally. You might rectify a spelling error, but reform a law.”

If you can, show them incorrect examples of the word and ask them to
identify why each doesn’t work. E.g. ‘Dickens was a reform writer’ or
‘Dickens wanted to reform his novel’. Notice that the first incorrect
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example demonstrates a problem with transferring the word to a different
part of speech, and the second is a nuance issue: reform means to change
and improve, but you would use the word ‘review’ or ‘redraft’ or ‘edit’
when talking about a novel.
 If it is useful to the understanding of the word, act it out. E.g. ‘sigh’ – show
them what a sigh looks like.
 Get them to practise using the word. A trap I fall into all the time is saying
something along the lines of: “right, so now you know what ‘poverty’ means,
write your own sentence using the word ‘poverty'”. But much better to
specifically guide their writing by rooting their sentence in the content. “Now
that you know what ‘reform’ means, write a sentence using ‘reform’ that
answers the question: ‘why did Dickens want to reform society?'”
 They need to hear and use the word lots in order to remember it. For the
rest of the lesson, and in subsequent lessons, encourage students to use the
new word in their oral and written answers. Look for opportunities where they
could use it and remind them explicitly to rephrase their response using the
word. Praise usage of the word.

Avoid: one-word synonyms that strip the word of nuance and embed
misconceptions.
How to teach a word implicitly:

You can’t define everything – it would take too long. Choose the words
that are most useful to aid immediate understanding of the passage.

Once you’ve chosen, pre-plan your ‘student-friendly’ definitions (ones that
are simple, short and accurate and no more than six words long). E.g. you
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might define an ‘apothecary’ as ‘someone who makes and sells medicine’.
As the students come across the word, give them the simple definition
and ask them to annotate it on their page, or in their exercise books if
they’ll need it later.
If the word in question is quite a niche object – a historical implement or a
musical instrument for example- or a creature such as a pegasus or harpy,
it is often easier and quicker to show a picture.

Checklist:
1.
Have you made your explicit vocab selection for each unit and across the
curriculum?
2.
Have you got student-friendly definitions? (Simple, short, accurate)
3.
Have you written example sentences for the word and its other word
forms?
4.
Have you thought of some incorrect examples? This is often the trickiest
and most time-consuming thing to do…
5.
Have you noted down the preposition it is most often matched with?
6.
Have you planned the practice sentence writing task that is directly linked
to the content? E.g. in a lesson on Romeo and Juliet, “now that you’ve
learned what ‘disobey’ means, we are going to write a sentence that
explains how Juliet disobeys her father.”
7.
Have you planned to recap the word in future lessons and build it in to
their writing tasks?
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Summary

Other things to think about:

Have you pre-empted potential misconceptions and confusions?

Can you create and save a bank of useful images to explain certain
words?

Can you create and save a bank of vocab resources across units so that
there is consistency across the department/ teacher workload is reduced?
And, finally…
Have you brushed up on your acting skills so that you can adequately perform
the feeling of ‘despair’…?

Vocab teaching: summary for busy teachers - Lia Martin - Hearts and Minds:
Exploring ideas about teaching English and school culture
https://heartsandmindsteaching.wordpress.com/2018/09/16/vocab-teachingsummary-for-busy-teachers/
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Shackleton’s Journey
A whole school journey to the South Pole
This resource exemplifies how to plan whole school immersion in a quality text
to inspire and motivate reading and writing for real purpose and audience. It
was originally written around Christmas time and provides an alternative to a
traditional “Christmas” book for the end of the autumn term. However, the book
(or the same principles applied to a different story) work equally well at any time
of the year.
A chance for every class to work alongside each other in their learning, to apply
reading and writing skills, explore a fascinating piece of history and delve into
the magic of a wonderful true story.
Where to start?
The whole process falls into place when you find the right book. It is great to do
this as a whole staff. Take a staff meeting and encourage everyone to bring
along a potential focus book - one they think will excite, engage and explode
with possibilities for learning.
“I felt strangely drawn by to the mysterious south. I vowed to myself that some day
I would go to the region of ice and snow…”
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b) be accessible for all classes and key stages
c) engage both the boys and intrigue the girls
d) be full of possibilities for reading and writing
Most importantly, staff should love the book and be
fascinated themselves. So share, discuss possibilities
and settle on a book that you’d all like to work with.
And then comes the fun bit …
The stunning book I discovered is the award winning
Shackleton’s Journey by William Grill.
My eyes were averted from the North Pole, so busy at Christmas, to the
mysteries of the South Pole. With intricate and entrancing illustrations; a story so
amazing you can’t quite imagine it could be true; leopard seal attacks; a ship
trapped in the ice flow; frost bitten men who built a dog town on the ice …
what’s not to love. I could happily spend a term exploring this book.
For a flavour of its beautiful quality visit publisher Flying Eye Books to view a host
of sample pages.
Click here to access the cross-curricular planning example in full

Our choice for this resource is a dream of a book. With focus so heavily on the
North Pole at Christmas time, I was looking for something that would:
a) link to a winter theme, not necessarily Christmas, as I wanted it to be
thoroughly inclusive

All text © The National Literacy Trust 2017 T: 020 7587 1842 W: www.literacytrust.org.uk Twitter:
@Literacy_Trust Facebook: nationalliteracytrust The National Literacy Trust is a registered charity no. 1116260
and a company limited by guarantee no. 5836486 registered in England and Wales and a registered charity
in Scotland no. SC042944. Registered address: 68 South Lambeth Road, London SW8
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Queensbridge School is situated in in the Moseley area of Birmingham. Over
40% of its students are deemed disadvantaged and a similar percentage have
English as an Additional Language. The school was rated outstanding by Ofsted
in 2013. In 2016, the school appointed English teacher and whole-school
reading coordinator, Alice Paetel, to oversee the development of a new
Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE) teaching programme across the
school. This is called Generation Z (Gen Z). She decided to use this as an
opportunity to integrate wider reading of challenging texts into lessons and to
use these texts as a jumping off point for discussion and work in the PSHE
curriculum.
Rationale for the programme
Research in Canada into the impact of engaging with fiction shows it can enable
people to become more empathetic and less biased. “Immersion in a narrative
draws on the same brain regions as if a scene was unfolding in real life. So, the
emotional and moral dilemmas are vigorous exercise for the brain. Getting
inside fictional characters increases our real-life capacity for empathy and
understanding.” Similarly, The Reading Agency Literature review has found
much evidence to link reading and wellbeing.
Programme organisation
The Generation Z course is delivered by all 33 form tutors to their classes in all
year groups once a week for an hour. The books chosen are known as the
‘Queensbridge Canon’. There are two for each year group, except Year 11 who
only read one. Each week, the whole class reads 10 to 20 pages, sometimes
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taking it in turns, or listening to the teacher read aloud. There follows a
structured set of resources and prompts to lead further discussion. The teachers
all participated in a training session at the start of the year to prepare them for
the new approach and most have been very positive about the lesson as it
enables them to build stronger relationships with their form groups.
Course content
Each book comes with a comprehensive reading plan, linked closely to issues
from the PSHE curriculum. Here’s the example from Year 9 who read The Art of
Being Normal by Lisa Williamson, which portrays the life of a transgender
teenager. The 15-week plan cross references with the PSHE themes of ‘health
and well-being’, ‘relationships’ and ‘living in the wider world’, such as: ‘to learn
about the difference between sex, gender identity and gender orientation’ and
‘to recognise that there is diversity in sexual attraction and developing sexuality.’
There is also usually a presentation or film to watch such as Stonewall’s antihomophobic bullying video.
Cross curricular literacy focus
Sometimes there is a focus on the words used in a text and their effects, for
example, in Roddy Doyle’s book, Brilliant, which tackles mental health and
depression through the observations of Dublin children. Alice Paetel believes
that through talking about a fictional character or situation students can draw
on their own difficult experiences in a safe and secure context. Another positive
impact is that teachers can draw on their own subject knowledge and personal
experience to enhance the lesson materials. For example with Year 7s, who were
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reading I am Malala, a design and technology teacher lead a discussion about
body image and clothing choices asking students to consider how they present
themselves in images on Instagram and Facebook.
Booklist
The full Queensbridge Canon is comprised of:
Year 7 - Brilliant by Roddy Doyle and I am Malala by Malala Yousafzai
Year 8 - An Act of Love by Alan Gibbons and One by Sarah Crossan
Year 9 - The Art of Being Normal by Lisa Williamson and What Was Never Said
by Sarah Craigie
Year 10 - The Island by Olivia Levez and We Are All Made of Molecules by Susin
Nielsen
Year 11 - Changers by T Cooper and Allison Glock-Cooper
Impact on Students
Pupils do not have to contribute verbally in the Gen Z reading lessons. They are
able to sit quietly and reflect if they prefer, but they do produce a small written
reflection each week. Each class has a Gen Z noticeboard in their classroom,
where they can post any comments, reflections or art work related to the book
they are reading, but there is no assessment or marking. The key is that students
respond ‘emotionally’.
References
Mar, R.A.,Oatley, K., and Peterson, J. B. ( 2009) Exploring the link between reading fiction and empathy. Communications The European Journal of Communication Research.
Reading Agency (2015).The Impact of Reading for Pleasure and Empowerment.
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Incorporating Literacy into Cross-Curricular Subjects (PPT)

To access the presentation please click here.
A useful presentation for INSET to highlight the importance of literacy
across the curriculum. It could be used as an introduction to an INSET day.
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Developing Opportunities for Reading Across the Curriculum
National Literacy Hub Transition Talk

This Year 6 transition resource provides a set of oracy activities and ideas themed
around conservation of our ‘Blue Planet’, based on the beautiful, emotive book, This
Morning I Met a Whale by Michael Morpurgo.

Nottingham
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Click here to access the transition resource

When SATs are over and the summer is on its way, our thoughts turn to preparing
pupils for their vital transition to secondary school and the next chapter of their
educational journey. SPaG, writing and reading have figured high on the
assessment agenda and fill our curriculum time, and yet oracy still seems to take a
back seat in many classrooms. This summer we have teamed up with Voice 21 to
offer you a book-based project to put oracy at the heart of transition. Pupils
heading to Year 7 need growing confidence, language skills and the ability
Objectives
This project:

this significant next step in their learning lives
The project culminates in a Year 6 celebration where pupils will give their own TED
talk-style presentations in response to the strong environmental messages from the
book. These presentations and activities can provide assessment evidence which
then can be carried over to Year 7 and help pupils start their secondary education
ready to fly.

All text © The National Literacy Trust 2017 T: 020 7587 1842 W: www.literacytrust.org.uk Twitter: @Literacy_Trust
Facebook: nationalliteracytrust The National Literacy Trust is a registered charity no. 1116260 and a company limited by
guarantee no. 5836486 registered in England and Wales and a registered charity in Scotland no. SC042944. Registered
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Developing Transition Reading Projects with Feeder Primaries
Literacy-Based Transition Resource for Years 6 and 7

The summer term is always a busy time for primary and secondary schools.
The first half-term is dominated by SATs preparation for Year 6s before
attention turns to summer plays, trips, sports events and secondary schools
are knee-deep in exam season. As May ends eyes move towards transition
and ensuring the smooth move of Year 6 pupils to their new home in Year 7.
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Please note: Although the suggested book is currently
out of print, it is possible to obtain copies online. The
underlying ideas could also be applied to other stories
just as effectively.

Transition often largely has a pastoral focus and academic needs can
sometimes take second place. Add to that a six-week summer holiday and
potentially a period of testing at the start of Year 7 and the achievements,
progress and confidence of a successful primary experience can seem like a
distant memory.

With this in mind, this resource seeks to support effective transition by
combining pastoral and academic needs in a creative literacy context. For
primary schools it provides an engaging post SATs project to enthral weary
Year 6 pupils; develops a showcase of achievement in literacy to present to
Year 7 staff and fellow pupils at the end of the summer; and offers a
communal starting point to the collection of feeder primaries as they come
together to begin Key Stage 3 in September.
For secondary schools it offers the chance to observe Year 6 pupils as they
work on the project; provides an example of the standard of pupils’ previous
work and learning which can be shared with their Year 7 teachers and offers
examples of lessons and activities to engage new Year 7s in September.
All text © The National Literacy Trust 2017 T: 020 7587 1842 W: www.literacytrust.org.uk Twitter: @Literacy_Trust

Click here to view the resource in full.
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Summer Reading Challenge from Year 6 to Year 7 (PPT)
To access the presentation , please click here.
This presentation is designed to motivate children to read over the summer
holidays and provide practical suggestions for how they might gain access to
books. Also worth noting is the summer reading challenge, run every year by
Nottingham City Libraries and other library services across the county.
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Transition at The Charter School
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Transition at The Charter School
To access the presentation , please click here.
A useful resource for ideas for a transition event. The work was
done in the USA but much of it is transferable to schools in the
UK.
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Managing KS2-KS3 Transition Self-Evaluation Tool
Transition Bridge Three

Transition Bridge Four

Transition Bridge Five

Curricular

Pedagogic

Managing Learning

Focusing

■ Cross-phase events which are part of a
planned programme.
■ Two-way dialogue and discussion
between primary and secondary schools
on on similarities and differences in the
curriculum.
■ Joint projects including use of nationally
or locally agreed transition units.

■ Advanced Skills Teachers provide
outreach support to primary schools.
■ A common language for discussing
teaching and learning, e.g. use of terms
such as “learning objectives”, “plenary”,
“response partner”, etc.
■ An appreciation of the differences and
similarities in primary and secondary
schools’ approach to teaching and
learning.

■ National expectations for sharing and
reviewing of learning objectives in
lessons are adopted
■ An appreciation of differences and
similarities in primary and secondary
schools’ approach to teaching and
learning.
■ A common language for discussing
teaching and learning, e.g. use of terms
such as “learning objectives”, “plenary”,
“response partner”, etc.

Developing

Joint projects and cross-phase activities. Other joint provision may
also include bridging units.
■ Summer schools.
■ Quality information to parents about the
curriculum. This shows what will be taught and how continuity with
primary school curriculum is ensured.
■ Specialist visits, e.g. ICT, drama, sports,science.
■ Common understanding of progress expected of pupils during
transition years.
■ Shared understanding on the quality of work expected from Year 6
and Year 7 pupils across at least core subjects.
■ Discussion and acceptance of alternative
interpretations of levels of attainment.
■ Discussion of individual pupils’ learning needs supports secondary
school’s planning of
intervention programmes.

■ Recognition and celebration of
differences in teaching and learning, e.g.
access to specialist teaching and
resources.
■ Quality information to parents about
teaching and classroom practice.
■ Joint training programmes and
professional development on teaching
skills.
■ Support from one or more of specialist
schools, ASTs, learning/school
improvement networks, training schools.

Pupils develop a learning portfolio which
describes them as learners and gives
samples of achievements. This is shared
with the secondary school and extended
during Year 7.

Establishing

■ Cross-phase teaching, i.e. common curriculum topics that span
Year 6 and Year 7.
■ Joint Masterclasses for gifted and talented pupils.
■ Catch-up programmes in Year 7 for literacy and maths.
■ Secondary schools receive and build on ‘curriculum maps’ for Key
Stage 2 from feeder primary schools and adapt Year 7 curriculum
accordingly.
■ Joint planning of curriculum.
■ Joint identification of learning needs and
planning of intervention programmes.

■ Policies on teaching and learning shared
across phases.
■ Shared lesson observations.
■ Team teaching.
■ Common approach to learning
environments, e.g. accessibility of
resources, use of display to promote
learning, arrangement of classroom
furniture, etc.
■ Active preparation of pupils to meet new
ways of working.
■ Joint training programmes and
professional development on teaching
skills.

■ Pupils are empowered to proactively
contribute to the transition process and
are viewed as active participants, e.g.
suggesting improvements and identifying
barriers to successful transition.
■ Pupils are actively encouraged to
become ‘professional learners’ reflecting on what and how they are
learning.

Enhancing

Teachers in each phase have detailed
knowledge of respective assessment,
tracking and target-setting processes.
■ Innovative cross-phase projects, e.g.
creativity, dance, drama, ICT, thinking
skills.
■ Teachers using their skills and knowledge
to support curriculum design in other
phase.

■ Teacher exchange and secondment
between primary and secondary schools.
■ Schools in both phases evaluate and
adapt their joint approach to transition taking account of the views of pupils,
teachers and parents.
■ Teachers using their skills and knowledge
to support teaching in other phase.

Pupils understand their preferred learning
styles and can talk confidently about this
to their new teachers.
■ Quality information is given to parents
about their contribution to managing
learning and encouraging their children to
become ‘professional learners’.
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Reading Posters: Examples

This a useful and colourful way to promote reading across all years in secondary school.
Eggbuckland Community College in Plymouth is doing its best to promote a love of reading. In order to tempt Year 9 students to read books which
might appeal to them if they have a particular interest in a subject area, their Reprographics department has produced this fabulous poster which has
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Reading Posters: Examples

Next, specifically for World Book Day, their Lead for Literacy asked all
staff, teaching, admin and support, to say what they were currently
reading, and then produced a poster showing many of these choices on
a virtual bookcase. This was then put on display in the main hall,
attracting staff and students alike to see what others were reading. The
intention was to create dialogues between staff and students about
good books and the attraction of getting involved in a great story.
However, one of the lovely spin-offs was linking staff with teachers they
wouldn’t normally have contact with, but who were enjoying the same
author, and who then swapped books.
Thanks to Caroline Grant, Lead for Literacy at Eggbuckland Community
College, Plymouth. Want to create your own poster? Start here with the
amazing free instant poster maker from What I’m Reading.

All text © The National Literacy Trust 2017 T: 020 7587 1842 W: www.literacytrust.org.uk Twitter: @Literacy_Trust
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Using the Annual Literacy Research and Policy Guide to plan and deliver improved
reading skills for Year 7 and 8 pupils on a budget

Education
Partners

assessment systems,’ ‘quality intervention programme’ and ‘students having a
nominated learning mentor’ – all these were built into the plan.
Planning
In preparing to refocus the leadership of literacy at our school, the newly appointed
leader needed support in identifying possible pathways to lead successful literacy
interventions. It was important that the strategy selected would have rapid impact,
so the National Literacy Trust’s Secondary Literacy Research and Policy Guide was
incredibly helpful. The Introduction and Section 1 alone supported our school’s
values that pupils’ life chances should not be reduced due to poor literacy skills.

Introduction
Shevington High School is a smaller than average sized secondary in Wigan,
receiving its pupils from a large number of primary schools in the Wigan and
Lancashire area. The school’s roll has been growing in recent years, at a time when
great financial hardship seems to be felt more intensely in smaller schools.
Shevington has always received pupils with a full range of abilities: from the most
able to those who enter secondary school well below the standard expected at the
close of Year 6. We also receive a number of pupils who have performed well in Year
6 SATs but still record reading ages well below their chronological age at the
beginning of Year 7. Despite this, the school has typically maintained GCSE results in
English above the national average. We believe in tackling literacy issues quickly,
before pupils risk becoming disengaged with a secondary curriculum that they
struggle to access. However, with severe budget restraints, implementing
interventions beyond classroom teaching has become more challenging.
Meanwhile, the urgency in closing these gaps has increased with the higher literacy
demands of the new GCSEs.
The SLT lead for literacy changed this year, which provided an opportunity to rethink
the school’s previous approaches to literacy development. The key messages of the
National Literacy Trust’s Annual Literacy Research and Policy Guide, ’Leading literacy
across the curriculum’, highlighted some essential
factors: ‘a senior member of staff with knowledge of literacy,’ ‘effective literacy

The focus group for the intervention project was approximately 10 Year 7 and 11
Year 8 pupils who had the lowest reading ages in the school at the time of their
most recent test, but were not in receipt of specific support through the Education
and Health Care Plan (EHCP). These are children who could easily become ‘lost’ in a
system which struggles to fund interventions for those who have weak skills but are
not determined to have a ‘special need’. A small pilot programme was planned to
test the impact before rolling out to a larger number.
We had previously run a Reading Lions group who worked with peer reading
mentors on a one-to-one basis, lead by a member of the English faculty, but
budgetary restraints meant that this was no longer an option. We had also used
Lexia reading in the past, but found that pupils quickly tired of this owing to its highly
repetitive nature, and we could no longer afford the contract. So we needed to find
an intervention strategy which would support the whole school programme: highquality first teaching, Accelerated Reader and encouraging reading for pleasure.
Section 2 of the Research and Policy Guide ‘reading for enjoyment’ also confirmed
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the hunch that a focus on reading for pleasure using Accelerated Reader as a
motivator was still a worthwhile strategy. However, many pupils in the focus group
struggled with the independent reading required for this strategy because of their
low reading ages.
Looking for other interventions, Section 7 of the Research and Policy Guide,
‘Supporting literacy through interventions’ proved to be very useful. Links to the
‘Literacy and numeracy catch-up strategies’ documents and the work of the
Education Endowment Foundation helped to confirm the fact that lower cost per
pupil strategies could be successful and efficient. Alongside Accelerated Reader, we
had trialled IDL Learning in the summer term and the engagement of a selection of
pupils was encouraging. We could see how this programme could support reading,
spelling, writing and typing skills and pupils might be able to do this independently
with minimal support from a non-specialist. Crucially, this was also within our
budget.
The progress for the new intervention would be measured using the testing
provided through the IDL programme, but also using GL Assessment’s New Group
Reading Test (NGRT) which was already used to screen pupils across the school.
Pupils were tested in July 2017 and would be retested in March 2018.
The main anticipated obstacles were in implementing the intervention with a nonspecialist staff member. This was confirmed in ‘Section 1 of the Literacy Research and
Policy Guide’ as this person had neither specialist ‘knowledge of literacy’ or was likely
to make a strong ‘nominated learning mentor’. In addition to this problem, the
reluctance of pupils to engage with additional literacy work when they already knew
they were performing at a low level was likely to be a barrier.

Education
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Implementation
During implementation, only one member of staff was available for two, twentyminute slots during morning registration. A trainee teacher was also directed to
support as the demands of the pupils in the group needed more than one pair of
hands. We didn’t feel that a weekly slot for each year group would be sufficient – but
this was all we had. We hoped students would add additional time at home if they
had IT access to supplement their time in school. There were mixed responses from
students – some worked diligently and independently – others tried to avoid
sessions and arrived late at first.
At Christmas, the teacher who had been leading the intervention left the school and
at this point an experienced teaching assistant (TA) who had worked on literacy
intervention before took over the sessions. Her impact was immediate – she had
both specialist ‘literacy knowledge’ and made a very convincing ‘nominated learning
mentor.’ We also secured an extra session per week, so each group had two weekly
sessions. In addition, we wrote to parents to gain support from home in
supplementing the work, requesting that parents read with their children. The
teaching assistant also asked three Year 9 pupils to work as pupil mentors, which we
knew had worked in the past. This was also recommended as a key message in
Section 7 of the ‘Research and Policy Guide’. With the additional sessions, and the
motivation of an inspirational TA leading the intervention, pupils started to recognise
their own progress. Testing using IDL’s tests suggested that some pupils had already
made massive progress from their starting point.
Results
At this point, we also re-tested the pupils using the NGRT to establish how far the
word level reading and spelling progress suggested by the IDL tests was being
applied where comprehension and application of skills was tested. As indicated in
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Section 7 of the ‘Research and Policy Guide’, we recognised the need to see ‘the
difference between decoding skills and comprehension skills’ and, whilst our pupils
clearly needed to improve both skills, the IDL testing only really confirmed
improvements in decoding and spelling. The NGRT test would confirm
comprehension progression as well. The results of the NGRT testing in March were
very pleasing for the majority. Whilst most of the pupils’ reading ages still remained
below age 10, there was clear progress for many. Of the 21 pupils, 16 made 6
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months or more progress in their reading age. 12 pupils made more than one year’s
progress and 5 made more than 2 years progress. Considering the limited time
pupils spent on this intervention and their initial lack of engagement, the results were
very encouraging. More importantly, the pupils were pleased with their own
progress and many were motivated to continue their work in order to improve
further. Of the 2 pupils that did not progress one had English as an additional
language and has made good progress with decoding words, although
comprehension may need longer to embed. As a result of this pilot group, it is
hoped that this intervention can be extended to a larger group of pupils with lower
than chronological age reading ages.
Conclusion
This project has met our expectations in many ways and has exceeded them in
others. We were sceptical given the time and resourcing available that we would be
able to make a significant difference to pupils’ reading ages – however, the evidence
suggests that we have done so. The support provided by the National Literacy
Trust’s Secondary Literacy Research and Policy Guide was incredibly valuable in
terms of gathering crucial research documents together, providing quick and easy
links to those research studies and policies relevant to our project- especially
Sections 1, 2 and 7. On developing this intervention further, it is clear that the
involvement of a skilled and motivated member of staff to implement the initiative is
crucial. Also, unsurprisingly, if the member of staff involved can engage and create
buy-in from the pupils, their progress increases. The school is pleased with the
progress so far and will be working on ways to increase the scale of the initiative
further using the Literacy Research and Policy Guide to inform further planning and
to ensure that we both support our pupils and do this within our very limited
budget.
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Maintaining Parental Engagement in Reading at KS3/4
EEF Parental Engagement

Maintaining parental engagement in reading at KS3/4
We define parental engagement as the involvement of parents in supporting their
children’s academic learning. It includes:
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Parents’ aspirations also appear to be important for pupil outcomes, although
there is limited evidence to show that intervening to change parents’ aspirations
will raise their children’s aspirations and achievement over the longer term.



approaches and programmes which aim to develop parental skills such as
literacy or IT skills;

The EEF has tested a number of interventions designed to improve pupils’
outcomes by engaging parents in different types of skills development.



general approaches which encourage parents to support their children with,
for example reading or homework;



the involvement of parents in their children’s learning activities; and



more intensive programmes for families in crisis.

The consistent message from these has been that it is difficult to engage parents
in programmes. By contrast, a trial which aimed to prompt greater parental
engagement through text message alerts delivered a small positive impact, and at
very low cost.
How secure is the evidence?

How effective is it?

The association between parental engagement and a child’s academic success is
well established and there is a long history of research into parental engagement
programmes. However, there is surprisingly little robust evidence about the
impact of approaches designed to improve learning through increased parental
engagement.

Although parental engagement is consistently associated with pupils’ success at
school, the evidence about how to improve attainment by increasing parental
engagement is mixed and much less conclusive, particularly for disadvantaged
families.
Two recent meta-analyses from the USA suggested that increasing parental
engagement in primary and secondary schools had on average two to three
months’ positive impact. There is some evidence that supporting parents with
their first child will have benefits for siblings. However, there are also examples
where combining parental engagement strategies with other interventions, such
as extended early years provision, has not been associated with any additional
educational benefit. This suggests that developing effective parental engagement
to improve their children’s attainment is challenging and needs careful monitoring
and evaluation.

The evidence is predominantly from primary level and the early years, though
there are studies which have looked at secondary schools. Impact studies tend to
focus on reading and mathematics attainment.
What are the costs?
The costs of different approaches vary enormously. Running parent workshops
(about £80 per session) and improving communications between parents and
school (Texting Parents costs about £6 per year per pupil) are relatively cheap,
while intensive family support programmes with specially trained staff are more
costly. A specialist community teacher or home/school liaison teacher who can
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work with a number of families at once costs about £35,000. Overall, costs per
pupil are estimated as moderate.



Before you implement this strategy in your learning environment, consider the
following:

4. What practical support, advice and guidance can you give to parents who are
not confident in their ability to support their children’s learning, such as simple
strategies to help early readers?
Technical Appendix
Definition:

more intensive programmes for families in crisis.

general parenting classes which do not have any focus on the child's learning.

1. Engagement is often easier to achieve with parents of very young children. How
will you maintain parental engagement as children get older?

3. How will you make your school welcoming for parents, especially those whose
own experience of school may not have been positive?
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The definition does not include types of parental engagement that are not
specifically concerned with learning, such as attending

Parental engagement: What should I consider?

2. Have you provided a flexible approach to allow parental engagement to fit
around parents’ schedules? Parents of older children may appreciate short
sessions at flexible times.

Nottingham

Search terms: parental involvement/engagement; family literacy/numeracy
programmes; parents as tutors; parental support
Evidence Rating
There are 15 meta-analyses providing evidence of the impact of parental
engagement on learning outcomes. Ten of these have been published in the last ten
years. The quality of the included studies for causal inference in the majority of meta
-analyses is relatively weak. There is considerable variation in the pooled effects
(from 0.05 to 0.65). The studies are mainly focused on primary schools and early
years, though there are studies which have examined the effect on secondary pupils.
Where reviews include randomised and non-randomised experimental designs,
randomised studies tend to produce lower effects. Although correlational studies
consistently indicate an important positive relationship, the variation in the impact of
intervention studies indicates that it is challenging to develop successful approaches
which improve attainment at school. Overall, the evidence found is moderate.

Parental engagement includes:


approaches which aim to develop parental skills such as literacy or IT skills;



approaches which encourage parents to support their children with, for
example, reading or homework;



the involvement of parents in school learning activities; and
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Every teacher is a teacher of literacy: Literacy across the curriculum
Matt Bromley provides practical strategies for delivering effective
cross-curricular literacy education. He begins with a look at why every
teacher must be a teacher of literacy.
“To be literate is to gain self-confidence. To be literate is to become
self-assertive. Literacy enables people to read their own world and to write
their own history. Literacy provides access to written knowledge and
knowledge is power. In a nutshell, literacy empowers.”
To access the full document, please click here.
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Next Steps:


This toolkit has evolved through working alongside a range of
partners and the National Literacy Hub.



It will remain open for further contributions until March 2019.



Feedback on its contents or suggestions for additions will be
received by The Nottingham Education Partners until March 2019.
To do so, please email:

primary.team@nottinghamcity.gov.uk

“Literacy is a bridge from misery to hope…”
-Kofi Annan
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